Pre-class Activity:

Search the Biodiversity Heritage Library for representations of disability and bodily difference (itself a form of biodiversity) in their collections and specimens.  
https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/

[If you want to stick to images, you can check out their flickr account here –  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/biodivlibrary/sets/]

New to BHL? Learn more about them here –  
https://about.biodiversitylibrary.org/

Turn in:  
A brief (brief! Not a formal response) reflection on searching – this isn’t data coded into the metadata of natural history collections, for the most part. Links to the images/text/results you find of bodily difference in nonhumans from your searching.  

Come ready to discuss this search activity and your findings on [day] during class. As always, please be in contact directly (email, office hours, etc) to ask any questions about the assignment.